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HE Federal Open Market Committee (FOMCI de-
cided in October 1982 that, at least for the immediate
fttture, less importance would be attached to move-
ments in the narm-owly defined monetary aggn-egate
(Ml) in establishing monetary policy. ‘l’his depan-ture
from previous policy was motivated primat-ily by in-
cr-easing expectations that the intr-oduction of Super-
NOW accounts would distot-t Ml’s usefi.rlness as a reli-
able policy guide.

The notion that Ml may not be appropriate as the
intermediate tam-get rneasut-e is not confined to the
period since 1982. Somne economists long have ar-gued
that policy should riot be based on a single variable,
but on a van’iety of “infot-mational” variables. tf one
target variable displays ‘abnormal’’ behavior-, otlien
target yanables can he consulted for- similar irregular-—
ities. Rather’ than basing policy on a target variable
gone astray, polic~makerscan thus evaluate a diverse
set olinfom-mation and assign the properweight to each
intermediate target variable,’
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Kareken, Muench and Wallace (1973), for example, conclude that
the monetary policymakers should use all the information variables
to which they have access, To some extent, knowledge of economic
activity does play an important role in the FOMC’sdecision calculus,
One need only read the “Record” of the FOMC meetings to see the
extent to which economic conditions, such as real economic activity,
price developments and recent changes in interest rates, influence
monetary policy decisions, On the question of using several in-
termediate targets, Kane (1982), p. 204, draws the opposite concfu-
sion: “I doubt very much that systems that employ a multiplicity of
intermediate targets constitute efficient ways to organize decisions
about monetary policy.”

Suspicion of r-ecent diston-tions in MI has prompted
some economists to suggest that the Federal Reserve
tanget a bnoad debt measure,’’i’heir argument against
too heavy a reliance on monetary measures is that such
measures capture only the asset side of the nonfinan-
cial sector’s financial balance sheet; information fr-omn
the liability side is being overlooked, Consequently,
charting the path of a broad debt measure in addition
to a monetary aggregate, they argue, will provide
polic~makerswith information not revealed solely by
money growth. Partially in response to these an’gu-
ments, the FOMU at its Febminaty 1983 nneeting estab-
lished a monitoring range for the growth of total
domestic nonfinancial debt.

This paper investigates the usefulness of adding this
debt nneasun-e to the collection of tan-gets alr’eady used
to decide the direction of monetary policv,:t Because
any variable used as an inter-mediate target should he
closely n-elated to the goal of monetary policy, we will
finst compare how well the growth rates of Ml and debt
explain the behavior’ of GNP growth in the past two
decades.4 We also will compare each measure’s ability

tmThis position has been argued by Benjamin Friedman in a series of
papers (1981, 1982, 1983a). See also Kopcke (1983) and Morris
(1982, 1983) for further arguments in favor of using the broad debt
measure,

3The analysis in this paper draws on Hater (I 984a), where the issue is
investigated in greater detail using a variety of statistical tests.

4During the past 20 years, numerous papers have investigated this
link between different monetary measures and GNP: see, among
others, Friedman and Meiselman (1963), Hamburger (1970), Carl-
son and Hem (1980), Hater (1981), and Judd and Motley (1983).

Another feature of an intermediate target, one that is not dealt with
in this paper, is that it should be controllable by the policymaker. In
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to fon-ecast GNP growth during the 1982—83 peniod.
Forecasts of GNP using an Ml measure that abstnacts
fr-orii recent financial inno~’ationsthat may have dis-
torted Ml growth here called adjusted Mit also are
n-epon-ted. The evidence neveals that tliere is insufficient
evidence to suppor’t the usefulness of the debt mea-
sure relative to two measun-es of nar-rowly defined
money as a potential intermediate tar-get for monetary
policy.5

TOTAL DOMESTIC
NONFINANCIAL DEBT

Total domestic nonfinancial debt, put simply, is a
measure of the credit man*et debt owed by domestic
nonfinancial sectors of the U.S. economy. As the defini-
tion suggests, the nneasure excludes debt owed by
financial institutions, including U.S. govet-nmnent-
sponsored credit agencies, federally r-elated mon-tgage
pools and private financial institutions, It also excludes
tr-ade debt, loans for- the put-pose of carrying securities
and funds raised from equity sources. On the othen-
hand, the debt measure includes debt securities, mon-t-
gages, bank loans, commercial paper, consumer cr-edit
and goyer-nment loans owed by nonfinancial sectors.

Table I pnesents a summary of the composition of
this debt measui-e by major- sector- as of fy11 983. In that
quar-ter, total domestic nonfinancial debt stood at
$5,218.96 billion, Of this amount, debt owed by the
household sector and nonfinancial businesses
accounted for- 70 percent of the total. ‘l’he government
sector owes the r-emaindem-, with the U.S. government

other words, changes in the “fools” of monetary policy, that is,
changes in open market operations, reserve requirements and the
like, should have reliable consequences on the intermediate target.
Thus, although a measure may be closely related to the goal vari-
able, this is of little solace it it is uncontrollable, Some evidence on the
controllability of debt with respect to Ml is presented in Friedman
(1983a) and Kopcke. Kopcke’s evidence, based on one-, two- and
three-month-ahead forecasts of an Ml and debt multiplier, suggests
that the forecast errors of the debt multiplier are not offsetting as they
are for the Ml multiplier. For example, the average error for the
one-month-ahead forecasts for the period November 1979 through
June 1982 are 0.06 percent for Ml and 0.23 percent for debt, When
two- and three-month forecast horizons are used, the debt multi-
plier’s average forecast error is at least twice that for Ml. Although
the mean absolute value of the two series’ forecast errors are similar,
the relative biasedness of the debt multiplier’s forecasts could, if
used for policy, produce incorrect signals. This is especially true
because, as Kopcke notes, the debt data are available only with a
lag, while the Ml data are calculated on a weekly basis. Moreover,
there appear to be large revisions in the debt data unmatched by any
of the relevant monetary measures,

5A similar conclusion is reached by Porter and Offenbacher (1983),
and Davidson and Hafer (1983).

sector’s share being about three times that of state and
local governments.

As shown in chart 1, the relative shares of the total
debt measure owed by the various sectors have
changed oven- tinne. For- example, in 1960, the share of
total debt accounted for by households and nonfinan-
cial businesses was about 30 percent and 27 per-cent,
r-espectivelv. By 1983, thein shares each had risen to
about 35 per-cent of the total. The proportion of debt
owed by state and local governments has remained
relatively unchanged during the past 20 yeans, declin-
ing from about 10 pet-cent in 1960 to around 8 pen-cent
in 1983.

During the same period, however, the pen’centage of
total debt accounted for- by the U.S. govemmiment has
yanied considerably. Fn’om 33 per-cent in 1960, the U.S.
gover-nment’s share dr-opped to about 17 pencetit in
1974. Since then, it has increased to nean-ly 24 percent.

WHICH EXPLAINS ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY BErVI~ER:Ml OR DEBT?

Those who advocate the use of a debt measure as a
tanget variable have presented evidence indicating that
the level of debt nelative to the level of GNP debt veloc-
ity) has been n-elativeiy constant over the past few de-
cades, in contrast to the Ml-CNP relationship. The’
argue that the stable n-elationship between debt and
GNP can be exploited for-policy decisions.” If the goal of
monetary policy is to achieve some desim’ed gn-owth of

°See,for example, the evidence presented in Friedman (1981,
1983a,b) and Kopcke.
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nominal GNP thn-ough the use of inter-mediate gr-owth
tangets, however-, the salient question is how well do
the growth of MI and debt explain variations in the
growth of GNP? This issue is critically important in the
selection of a viable intermediate tar-get measure,

To investigate this issue, a vaniant of the St. Louis
n-educed-form (JNP equation is used.7 This equation

7The basicequafion is described in Tatom (1981). The model is
written as:

M N
GNP = “~ * (1 ).~ m,fl,,., + 112 >~

i=0 j=0

a
* 33 1 pek ~‘k * 114 S +

k=0
where M represents money, G is high-employment federal expendi-
tures, P°is the relative price of energy and S is the strike variable,
The dots above each measure denote rates of change, measured
here as logarithmic differences,

relates the growth of nominal GNP to a measur-e of
monetary actions, fiscal actions,changes in the relative
price of ener-~tyand a measure to account for lost
production due to labor strikes. By substituting the
debt measure for- Mi in the equation, we are able to
compare the two measures’ ability to explain move-
ments in CNP growth.

Equations of the for-ni described above were esti-
nnated using seasonally adjusted, quar-terlv data for the
period l/1960—IV/1981. This sample period is used be-
cause it predates the 1982—83 period in which many
believe Ml’s usefulness as an intermediate target de-
clined considerably. Thus, our sample period enables
us to compare each measure’s relative capabilities in
explaining GNP during an ‘untroubled” time. Also,
these estimates can be used to forecast GNP growth to
see whether- the debt measirre better- predicts GNP
during the perplexing 1982—83 period. Summary re-
sults of the estimations an-c presented in table z.~

charm

Composition of Domestic Nonfinancial Debt

Percent Percent
39
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Turning first to the results based on Ml, we find that
the equation accounts for- about 60 percent of the vari-
ation in GNP gr-owth. The regression results indicate
that a I percentage point increase in MI growth pro-
duces a 1.3 percentage point increase in the growth of
c;NP after three quam-tens. Although this estimated
“long-run” effect is somewhat larger than the usual
value of unity, a test of the hypothesis that this estimate
does not differ statistically from one could not he re-
jected at a standardS percent level of significance.°The
familiar result that fiscal actions exemt no lasting effect
on GNP gr-owth is revealed in the estimated coefficient:
the summed coefficient’s value of —0.19 is not statisti-
cally different fi-om zero at the 5 percent level 10 Finally,
the results indicate that the long-run effect of a change
in the n-dative pt-ice of enen-~’is zero, as theory predicts,
and that days lost due to work stoppages have a signifi-
cant, negative impact on the growth of GNP.

°Theequation is estimated using ordinary least squares. The lag
lengths M. N and 0 in footnote 7 were determined using several
statistical tests: Mallows Cp. Akaike’s Final Prediction Error criteria
and the PaganoHartney procedure. Where lag lengths selected by
the procedures differed, F-tests were used to pick the best lag for
each variable, For further discussion of these lag length selection
procedures as they apply to this type of specification, see Batten and
Thornton (1984).

tmThe calculated f-statistic is 1.71.
10Evidence on the long-run insignificance of fiscal actions on GNP is

investigated more fully in Hater (1982).

The second set of regression results reported in table
2 replaces Ml gn-owth with the growth oftotal domestic
nonfinancial debt. It is interesting to note that the
lag-length selection procedures chose only contempo-
raneous values of debt gm-owth. The estimated coef-
ficient on this term is 1.15, indicating that a 1 percent-
age point incnease in the growth of debt translates into
a 1.15 percentage point increase in nominal GNP
growth in the same quarter.1’ Although we again find
that the cumulative effect of the change in the relative
price~-ofener~’is not statistically different from zeno
(t = 0.96), the nesult for fiscal actions suggests a margi-
nally significant contemporaneous effect It = 1.97).
This effect is, however, quite small in magnitude: a I
percentage point increase in the growth of gover-nment
expenditures yields only a 0.09 percentage point
change in GNP growth. Moreover’, because of the con-
temporaneous nature of this result, it is difficult to
translate this finding into a meaningful long-run
outcome.

A comparison of each equation’s over-all explanatory
power indicates that Ml outperforms debt in explain-
ing variations in GNP growth. The W of the estimated
equation using Ml (0.59) is about 10 percent higher-
than that using debt (0.54). This difference, however, is
not large and has led some to angue’ that this relative
closeness does not preclude the usefulness of debt as
an additional pol icy variable. As Benjamin Friedman
has stated the case, “the evidence does not wan-n-ant
including the money man-ket but excluding the cr-edit
market on the grounds ofthe closeness, or lack thereof,
of the observed empirical relationships.” ~

Of course, a comparison of relative explanatory pow-
er- of GNP equations using Ml or debt may not provide
an adequate test of their- relative abilities to explain
GNP. A more appropriate test would be to compare
their marginal informational content. In other words,
aften we have accounted for the effects of MI (debt)
growth on GNP, is there any statistically significant,
additional explanatory power gained by adding debt
(MU growth to the equation?

To test titis notion, a contemporaneous debt growth
term was added to the MI equation shown in table 2.
This expanded equation then was compared statisti-
cally to the pneviously estimated Ml equation. The
result reveals that adding debt growth does not en-

‘‘Testing the hypothesis that the estimated coefficient on debt equals
unity yierds a f-statistic of 0.89. Thus, we cannot reject the null
hypothesis that the coefficient equals one.

‘2Friedman (1983b), p. 186.
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hance Ml gn-owth in explaining the growth of GNP: the
calculated F-statistic was 1.72, far below the 5 per-cent
cnitical value of 3.99. The reverse test, that of adding a
contempon-aneous and thtee lagged tet-ms of Ml to the
debt equation in table 2, also was penfon-med. The
calculated F-statistic was 3,33, lan-ge enough to exceed
the 5 percent critical value of 2.50.

These results demonstrate that the appan’ent close-
ness in explanatory power- hetween reduced-form GNP
equations using Nil or debt derives fi-om the close
n-elationship between these two measures; that is, debt
gn-owth reflects the behavior of Nil gn-owth when the
lattet is absent fioni the estimated equation.’3 Once the
effects of Ml gr-owth ane estimated directly, the debt
gn-owth measure is r-edundant; it contains no addition-
al statistically useful information,

Ml AND DEBT:
THE 1982—83 EXPERIENCE

Some have argued that there has been a dn-amatic
breakdown in the rnoney-GNP link during the last two
years and, therefore, the use of another-, nonmonetarv
intermediate target is required. Pn-esumably, the debt
measure would not he subject to the same changes in
its relationships with GNP; consequently, it would be a
more reliable intermediate tanget. t’o test this pre-
sumption, we compare the behavior of Ml and debt
velocity gn-owth n’ates since the r-ecession tnough (lV/
1982) with historical patter-ns to see how well the equa-
tions estimated ear-her fon-ecast movements in GNP
during the 1982—83 peniod.

Velocity Behavior of Ml and Debt
during the Recovery

The n-ecent hehavror- of velocity growth has been
cited as an illustn’ation of the supposed deterioration in
the money—GNP link,r4 To put velocity beha~ion-in a
histon’ical perspective, the quarten-ly gr-oi.vth n-ates of Nil
velocity in the trough quan-ter and the following foinr

qirarters for the most recent and four pre~ioirsreces-

sions are listed in the upper panel of table 3.

“This result gains further credence if one examines the causal rela-
tionship between Ml growth and debt growth. As reported in Hafer
(1 984a) using a slightly different sample period, the evidence over-
whelmingly indicates that Ml growth Granger-causes debt growth.
Also, evidence based on the lag length selection procedures indi-
cates that, when Ml and debt growth are included in the GNP
equation, no debt terms are significant.

‘4Analyses of the recent behavior of velocity include, among others,
Hem and Veugelers (1983), Judd (1983) and Tatom (1983).

The most recent behavior of Ml velocity (IV/1982l
cleanly has been slower- than the “average” recovery
phase. The negative growth of velocity dttring the
trough quarter’ and one rluarter into the recovery an-c
unmatched in the sample. The behavior of MI velocity
during the next three qinantens also diver-ge flom the
avenage. Mon-cover, the aver-age growth of Nil velocity
dut-ing the four- quarters aften the tnoingii was 5.36 per--
cent during the previous four- recoven-ies. In contrast,
Ml velocity gn’owth since lV/I982 has averaged only a
0.45 percent rate of gr-owth.

The behavion- of debt velocity duning the cun-n-ent
n-ecoveny, nepon-ted in the middle panel of table 3, also
appear-s unlike its average post-trough period. Follow-
ing the IV/1982 trough, debt velocity gn-owth, like Ml
velocity gr-owth, was considerably below the aver-age
n-ate for seven-al quar-ters. For exam pIe, the aver-age t-ate
of gr-owth fon- debt velocity in the year following the
troingh was 2.06 per-cent. During the first year- of the
recent expansion, debt velocity gt-owth averaged a
negative 0.27 pet-cent n-ate.

‘I’he most recent experience is not without historical
comparison, however-, The n-ecoverv following the 1970
necession, for example, neveals a substantial decline in
debt velocity well into the expansion phase of the
cycle. Thus, the debt measun-e does trot seem to he a
nelatively more stable guide to GNP behavior than Nil
dun-ing the past few yeans.

Velocity Using an Adjusted Ml Measure

Seven-al n-ecent studies have suggested that the pr-oh—
1cm with the Mi velocity behavior dun-ing the recent
n-ecoverv is that ‘‘effective’’ money gn-owth — growth
that n-epresents incn-eases in tn-ansaction-on-iented hold-
ings — has been overstated becairse of financial in-
novations like the Supen’—NOW accounts introduced in
January 1983,” One appn-oach to investigate this con—
cern is to use an adjusted Ml measure that excludes
accounts with the dual char-acteristics of transaction
and savings accor.rnts. ‘(‘

When this adjusted Ml measure is used to calculate
velocity gr-owth during the r-ecent recover-v, the n’esirlts
an-c considerably diffen’ent. For example, as shown in
the lower panel of table 3, adjusted Ml velocity gn-owth

“See, for example, Judd and McElhattan (1983) and Hater (1984b).
“The approach taken here follows Hafer (1 984b); that is, the adjusted

Ml measure omits interest-bearing checkable deposits. This
approach admittedly overstates the savings nature of interest-
bearing checkable deposits relative to the more sophisticated tech-
niques of, say, Spindt (1984).
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in the JV/l982 trough quanten is — 6,7 percent, com-
pared with — 12.6 percent using Ml. The average ad-
justed MI velocity growth rate in pn-evious tn-oughs is
— 1.64 percent. During the four quarters after’ IV/1982,
the growth of adjusted MI velocit averages 4.84 pen-
cent per quarter-. compared with the 5.42 percent aver-
age quar-terly n-ate fn-om previous recovery phases. In
contrast, the growth n-ate of Mi velocity as curr-ently
defined aver-ages only 0.45 pencenit duning the thur
quarter-s after the lV/1982 trough. Thus, relative move-
ments in debt velocity during the post-IV/l982 n-ecoyerv
suggest that the behavior of an MI velocity measure
that reduces the influence of financial innovations dur-
ing the post-lV/i 982 pen-iod is much closet- to pr-evious
norms.

Forecasting GNP

A comnnon technique used to assess the viability of
alter-native tan-get variables is to examine the accur-acy
of out-of-sample for-ecasts of economic activit - Based

on the coefficient estimates underlying the n-esults n-e-
ported in table 2, quarterly forecasts of GNP growth for
the 1982—83 period were made using the actual gn-owth
rates of Ml and debt, as well as the other- explanatory
variables, The out-of-sample forecast errors derived
from the MI and debt equations along with actual GNP
growth are n-epon-ted in table 4,17

The fon-ecast errors fi-onn the MI equation indicate
that Ml continually overpredicted GNP growth
thn-oughout 1982—83. The mean error is a negative 5.49
pen-cent with the lan-gest quarterly errors appearing in
1/1982, 111/1982, IV/1982 and 1/I983.’~It is interesting to
note that these latter- errors occur about the time when
discussions about the effects of financial innovations
on Ml suggest that Ml growth may be overstated.
Moreover, the root-mean-squat-ed er-ron- (RMSEI is 5.93,

4-The errors reported are actual minus predicted GNP growth.

“These errors exceed two standard errors from the regression equa-
tion (SE = 2.64).
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a value more than two times the estnmated equation’s
standard error (2.641.

When the debt equation in table 2 is used to forecast
GNP growth, there is a slight improvement in the abso-
lute forecast ern-ors. Relative to the 5.49 pen-cent mean
absolute er-mr using Ml, using debt yields a mean
absolute forecast error of 5.11 percent. Three of the
quarters’ en-n-ors 11/1982, 111/1982 and IV/I982l also ex-
ceed two times the debt regression’s standand error
12.791. The relatively minor improvement in the mean
errors from using the debt measune disappears when
RMSEs are compared. ‘rhe RMSE derived from debt
forecasts of GNP is 6.22, somewhat Iangen than that
fiom MI. Like the RMSE for MI, this value is more than
twice the equation’s standan-d error-, again indicating
little gain in the use of the debt measure over Ml.

GNP Forecasts Using Adjusted Ml

Based on the foregoing velocity comparisons and
previous empirical findings, it may prove useful to
investigate the GNP forecasting record of Ml when the
effects of the financial innovations are removed. To do
this, MI was replaced by adjusted MI in the n-egression
equation and used to forecast GNP gn-owth.1°The fore-
cast results using the adjusted-Ml measure, also re-
ported in table 4, con-roborate the evidence based on
comparing relative velocity movements. The (NP fore-

“The estimated equation is identical tothe Ml equation, except that a
dummy variabre term is added to capture the intercept shift in 1981
due to the introduction of NOW accounts on anationwide basis. The
cumulative effect of adiusted Ml (using the same lag structure as
Ml) is 1.21, compared with 1.27 for Ml. The R2 for the equation
using adjusted Ml is 0.56, compared with 0.59 for Ml.

cast errors from the adjirsted-Ml equation ar-c notice-
ably smaller than those for- Mi on debt and> more
important. an-c not continually one-sided. The conse-
quence of this latter- pn-operty is that the mean ennon
using adjusted Ml to fonecast GNP growth is only 0.16
percent. M-oreover-, the mean absolute error is 2.95
percent, well below that for the other- two measunes.
Finally, the RMSE is calculated to be 3.33, almost one-
half the value found using Ml on debt to forecast (NP.2”

The evidence indicates that the debt measure
vides little on no improvement over Mi in fon-ecasting
GNP growth dun-ing the 1982—83 peniod. Mon-eoyer, us-
ing a transactions definition of mnoney that abstnacts
flom the effects of recent financial innovations on Ml
pn-ovides forecasts of GNP gn-owth that an-c statistically
superion to forecasts based on debt.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Some analysts have suggested that informnation fr-om
the liability side of the economy’s balance sheet might
be useful in the formation of monetary policy. In this
paper, we have investigated this contention by com-
paring the relative abilities of MI and total domestic
nonfinancial debt to explain the growth of GNP. Based
on evidence from the sample period 1960—SI, Ml better
explained movements in (NP than debt. Moreoven’,
once the effects of Ml gn-owth were accounted for, debt
gn-owth did not significantly incn-ease the explanatory
power of the GNP equation. In contrast, Ml pnovided
significant information to explain GNP growth, even
after the effects of debt wet-c incltrded in the explana-
tory equation.

Out-of-sample forecast results of GNP during the
1982—83 period also indicate that there is no advantage
to using the debt measure. Recent debt velocity be-
havior appear’s as equally at odds with histonical pat-
terns during post-trough periods as does Ml velocity
behavior. What little improvement then-c is in using
debt instead of MI to forecast GNP stems from recent
financial innovations which bloated the measured
growth of Ml in 1982—83. when an MI measure that
adjusts for such effects is used, GNP growth n-ate fore-
casts based on the behavior of debt fare poorly com-
pared with the adjusted Ml measure.

Thus, then-c is little evidence to support the use of a
broad debt measure as yet another inter-mediate tar-get
variable for monetary policy.

“Judd and McElhattan, based on a different measure ot adjusted Ml,
also find an improved forecasting record relative to the published Ml
growth rate during 1982—83.
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